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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
A blank canvas quickly developed 
into an inspiring and bright work 
environment for the Midwest Eye-
bank of Ann Arbor’s new location. 

ate image for other locations 
across the country. Custom 
bamboo plywood furniture plus 
off the shelf items helped create 
a unique environment for all. 

“The space is great. We 
wanted something more 
upbeat and colorful, but still 
professional - i think we got 
exactly what we wanted 
and more.”
- Collin Ross, Vice President

Sustainable materials, energy 
efficient lighting, and recycled 
demolition helped the com-
pany advertise their green 
side while creating a corpor-

interior design | Midwest Eyebank of Ann Arbor, MI
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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
Close attention to detail and fearless 
exploration with nishes brought a 
drab space into the new decade. 
Stained epoxy oors, linear stainless

cabinet carcasses, installing LED 
light xtures, and transforming 
old birch doors into a confer-
ence room table further em-
braced coveted LEED points

2

“As a country-wide eye do-
nation center, we are striv-
ing to set standards for both 
our laboratories and our of-
ces. Could not have asked 
for a better result.”
- Kevin Ross, Preside

steel cabinet pulls and sliding 
door hardware introduced the 
right amount of sophistica-
tion to the office without too 
high of a price tag. Reusing 

interior design | Midwest Eyebank of Ann Arbor, MI
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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
A dated awning needed a face lift, 
ability to honor several tenants’ signs, 
and lighting improvements. Com-
puter renderings were placed over 

those needs. They were able to 
make changes before drawings 
were issued and the end result 
t perfectly with everyone’s 
vision and required function.

“The facade of the building 
was getting lost on one of 
the busiest streets of 
campus. It was in need of 
desperate improvement to 
draw in potential tenants.”
- Lyle Beckwith, Property Mgr

photographs of the building 
to truly convince the property 
manager and building owner 
that the proposed steel and 
aluminum sign would satisfy 

signage | Galleria Facade, Ann Arbor, MI
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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
What was an outdated lifeless space 
transformed into a bright inviting 
environment to t the needs of the 
Office of Technology Transfer’s varied 

lighting, crisp nishes, and 
unique furnishings lled the 
blank canvas of the new 
campus location to cleverly 
reects OTT’s image.

“The new office is more 
than we could have ever 
asked for. The employees 
are happier, guests are 
wowed, and overall perfor-
mance and mood is great.”
- Lisa Johnson, Manager

interior design | U of M Office of Tech Transfer, Ann Arbor, MI
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clientele. Their intent to serve 
faculty, students, and busi-
ness  partners alike was em-
braced through color, energy 
and openness of plan. Fresh 
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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
For a home that has been around 
since the late 1800s, attention to 
detail and rich materials were en-
forced when designing “The Cave,” a

“I wanted to maintain the 
style of the home, but cus-
tomize it with prominent, 
custom pieces throughout. 
The replace is a brilliant 
conversation piece.”
- Jeff Hauptman, Owner

replace come to life. The logo 
of the homeowner’s company, 
Oxford, was also included to 
make a very personal piece to 
stay in the family for years. 

beautiful bar area right off the 
wine cellar. A story of the 
wine gods and a vineyard in 
France were carved into 3 
species of wood to make the

interior design | Private Residence, Ann Arbor, MI
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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
Overhauling a 1908 upstairs suite in a 
downtown building to t a property 
management office was quite the 
challenge. Introducing private offices

with natural light and openness. 
Furniture was made with steel 
angles and recycled wood to 
mimic the existing “old indus-
trial” aesthetic of the space. 

“The space turned out just 
beautifully. All of the 
custom furniture and atten-
tion to detail has made all of 
our clients pause in awe. It’s 
a remarkable place to work.”
- Kathy Baum, Receptionist

with storefront glass wall sys-
tems, keeping cubicle walls 
low and translucent, and 
introducing bright white 
paint kept the space lled 

interior design | Oxford Companies and Bluestone, Ann Arbor, MI

Before           After
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Caroline DeWick

Design Statement:
50,000 square feet of office space 
were renovated for this decompres-
sion project. Cramped quarters were 
enlarged and workstations gained 10

bold accents, plus new user-
friendly furniture, were impor-
tant upgrades that made vast 
improvements to employee 
satisfaction and performanc

“Everyone is so pleased. It 
has made such a difference. 
Going from dark dirty cubes 
to this wide open colorful 
space has been an amazing 
transition.”
- Michelle Hepler, Pro Fee Billing

square feet each. A productiv-
ity increase and closing in the 
proximity  between managers 
and their team were the main 
goals. Light airy nishes and   

interior design | University of Michigan KMS Place, Ann Arbor, MI


